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appears to be an evolutionary trade-off

[5], it remains unclear how this works

mechanistically. Howling may be so

energetically expensive that males are

unable to invest as much in testes.

Alternatively, howling may represent an

efficient means of deterring rival males

and lowering sperm competition risk, and

with it selection to increase testes size.

Resolving these alternative mechanistic

hypotheses is challenging, particularly at

the macroevolutionary scale where

varying energy budgets among species

make it hard to contrast patterns of

energy allocation with sexual traits.

However, Dunn et al.’s [5] study pushes

the door wide open to future studies

assessing potential trade-offs among a

wide range of sexually selected traits.

Dunn et al. [5] are not the first to realize

that something special is going on in

howler monkeys, but they are in good

company. Darwin [5] was fascinated by

the sexual dimorphism in the ‘vocal

organs’ of black howler monkeys and
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how their calls ‘‘make the forest

resound.with their overwhelming

voices’’. Had Darwin realized he could

gain insights into male investment in

testicular tissue from the strength of these

vocal organs, he would surely have

enjoyed the howler monkeys’ resounding

forest all the more for it.
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The number of wake-promoting neurons in the Drosophila brain is relatively small, and only some of them
have the unique ability to promote robust recovery sleep following wakefulness.
In this issue of Current Biology, Seidner

et al. [1] describe neurons in the

Drosophila brain that likely hold clues

about sleep regulation in general. We

transition daily between sleep and wake,

but how does our brain know when to

fall asleep and when to wake up? The

neurobiology of sleep regulation is an area

of intense scientific research, and

advances in this field will be important

for managing problems that we all face

daily — staying awake and attentive when

we need to, and getting restorative sleep

to function better.

The current model of sleep regulation

proposes two major sleep influences:

homeostatic and circadian [2]. The
circadian clock regulates the species-

specific optimal time to sleep; most

humans fall asleep easier and sleep better

at night. Homeostatic regulation causes

sleep drive to increase during

wakefulness and dissipate during sleep;

i.e., staying awake makes us sleepy.

While the principles of circadian

regulation of sleep are fairly well

understood, the neurobiology behind

homeostatic regulation of sleep is mostly

missing [3]. With analogy to the circadian

clock, which is located in the

suprachiasmatic nucleus of mammals,

researchers refer to a sleep homeostat,

which measures sleep pressure and

triggers restorative sleep. However,
evidence is very sparse regarding its

location and cellular and molecular

mechanism.

Recently, use of advanced transgenic

techniques in Drosophila has led to

new insights about homeostatic sleep

regulation, and the new work by Seidner

et al. is adding to this growing knowledge.

Their work shows that not all wake-

promoting neurons can trigger rebound

sleep after extended wakefulness.

Only certain neurons have the ability to

respond to increased sleep need, such as

the group of cholinergic neurons that they

identify in this report. The authors show

that the homeostatic sleep these neurons

regulate is needed to remember better,
eserved
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providing further support for the

hypothesis that one function of sleep is

to facilitate memory consolidation [4].

Until recently, methodology was

limiting our ability to address sleep-

related functions of specific neural

circuits. The standard method for

addressing many sleep-related questions

is sleep deprivation. Over the years, many

ingenious ways for keeping animals

awake have been invented (mechanical,

sensory, genetic, and even methods that

are sleep-stage specific) [5], but what

most of them have in common is that they

are global, affecting activity of multiple

neural circuits at the same time.With such

approaches, the role that a particular

brain circuit has in the regulation of

homeostatic sleep is not evident because

behavioral state is a net result of outputs

from multiple circuits.

Seidner et al. took advantage of

Drosophila melanogaster, where genetic

manipulations at the level of neuronal

groups, or even single neurons, is part

of the standard laboratory toolbox [6].

They thermogenically activated defined

neuronal circuitries to measure behavioral

output, specifically, sleep. To do that,

they expressed TrpA1 (temperature-

sensitive transient receptor potential)

cation channel in defined neurons, and

measured sleep at 27�C (activation) or

at 22�C (inactivation).

Activation of TrpaA1 in cholinergic

neurons led to almost 100% sleep loss,

and after release to permissive

temperature, these flies showed robust

sleep rebound. The recovery sleep had

all the hallmarks of genuine sleep, as it

was similar to recovery sleep following

mechanical stimulation of wild-type

animals. This finding is not very surprising

considering that cholinergic neurons are

widespread in the fly brain, and it fits

nicely with a recent report proposing

that the gene encoding the a subunit of

nicotinic acetylcholine receptors is a

molecular marker of the output from the

sleep homeostat in flies [7].

In the fly brain, cholinergic neurons

are abundant, but using the Split-Gal4

technique Seidner et al. identified a

small group of cholinergic neurons

highly efficient in triggering homeostatic

sleep. Activation of this cholinergic circuit

led to sleep gain of approximately 100%

or more. Considering that organisms

usually recover only a small amount of
Current Bio
lost sleep, such efficiency in driving

rebound sleep makes these cholinergic

neurons stand out. Does this mean that

current methods for sleep deprivation

are not very effective in depriving animals

of sleep? This remains to be seen.

However, what seems likely from other

results in this paper is that some groups of

wake-promoting neurons might not be

conducive to, or can even antagonize,

sleep rebound.

How or why is this cholinergic group

so efficient in inducing rebound sleep?

The answers are not obvious, but the

cholinergic neurons that Seidner et al.

have identified share several features in

common with a small group of cholinergic

mushroom body (MB) output neurons

described by Sitaraman et al. [8] in

another paper published in this issue.

First, they do not regulate the amount

of baseline sleep. Instead, they are

responding to the change in sleep

pressure and they promote sleep after

sleep deprivation. Second, the number

of cholinergic MB output neurons with

such properties is limited, and whether

they ultimately lead to sleep depends on

the downstream processing of signals

from both sleep- and wake-promoting

neurons [8]. Similarly, Seidner et al.

observed that smaller sleep rebound

after mechanical sleep deprivation

was likely a net result of integration

between wake-promoting, no-rebound

neurons and cholinergic rebound

neurons.

The cholinergic neurons that Seidner

et al. identified have previously not been

related to either sleep or memory, so it will

be interesting to see if they in any way

communicate with a structure in the fly

brain called the central complex (CC),

as sleep-promoting cholinergic and

wake-promoting glutamatergic MB

output neurons indirectly project to yet

undefined areas of the CC [8]. Findings

from several independent labs have

converged on the dorsal fan-shaped body

of the CC as a regulator of rebound sleep.

Neurons that project to the dorsal fan-

shaped body were proposed to be the

output from the sleep homeostat [9], and

induction of sleep through activation of

those projections is conducive for certain

forms of long-term memory [10].

Regulation of memory consolidation is

another common feature of brain areas

that regulate sleep [11–14], and recovery
logy 25, R1070–R1091, November 16, 2015 ª
sleep triggered by cholinergic neurons

that Seidner et al. identified regulate

performance on a short-term memory

assay.

A very exciting finding, likely to

spark many follow-up studies, is that

wakefulness can be separated from sleep

rebound. Seidner et al. showed this in

multiple ways. First, they activated two

known wake-inducing neural systems,

dopaminergic and octopaminergic (the

insect equivalent of norepinephrine), and,

as expected, induced substantial sleep

loss. Furthermore, they tested a large

number of different Gal4 cell-specific

drivers in combination with TrpA1, and

found that only 10% of Gal4 lines

exhibited significant sleep loss at high

temperature. Thus, wake-promoting

neurons are relatively sparse. Even more

surprising was the finding that only a

very limited number of wake-promoting

neurons can trigger recovery sleep.

Activation of the octopaminergic circuit

led to no recovery sleep at all, activation

of dopaminergic neurons led to a very

small sleep rebound, and only 11% of the

small amount of Gal4>TrpA1 lines that

induced wakefulness led to recovery

sleep. This begs the question: what

differentiates wake-promoting rebound

neurons from wake-promoting no-

rebound neurons? One difference might

be the presence of the cell-cycle protein

TARANIS, which regulates sleep in a

cluster of wake-promoting neurons in the

pars lateralis [15]. Interestingly, TARANIS

is also expressed in cholinergic neurons,

where its function is not known, but it is

tempting to think that it might likewise

promote sleep.

The results from the selective activation

of wake-promoting rebound neurons,

shown in these new papers [1,8], could

help us understand the consequences

of homeostatic regulation of sleep in

humans. The data suggest that the

homeostat can trigger sleep only

when the strength of its output exceeds

the output from other wake-promoting

neural circuits (Figure 1). When

this happens will depend on the

circumstances. When life is in danger,

activation of multiple arousal circuits,

some of which actively suppress

sleep and are involved in learning, is

beneficial for survival. Sleep will be

triggered when arousal subsides, or

when sleep drive from the homeostat
2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved R1087
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Figure 1. Regulation of rebound sleep by a
group of cholinergic wake-promoting
neurons.
The neurotransmitter octopamine (OA) represents
a wake-promoting signal, and activation of
octopaminergic circuitry does not lead to
rebound sleep [1]. Sleep-promoting neurons,
such as gama-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
neurons, regulate baseline amounts of sleep [16].
Acetylcholine (ACH) neurons are unique in that
activation of select cholinergic neurons leads
to wakefulness followed by rebound sleep.
Since they respond to sleep pressure they are
interacting with, or are a component of, a sleep
homeostat. The behavioral state of sleep or wake
is a net result of output signals from different
sleep-regulating circuits.
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overpowers arousal, even if life is

threatened. This is evident in

everyday life, when people fall asleep

while driving.

Seidner et al. identified a novel

cholinergic circuit that can induce

wakefulness, trigger sleep and

participate in short-term memory.

Evidence that certain cholinergic

neurons might satisfy criteria for being

homeostat neurons is increasing, but

many more questions remain. Mapping

of wake- and sleep-promoting neurons

and their connections is an approach

that can be done in Drosophila,

which will help us understand the

mechanism behind the sleep homeostat.

Future studies of homeostatic sleep

regulation in flies is likely going to lead

to new, exciting discoveries with

applications that will make not only flies

sleep better.
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Studies carried out on a wide variety of Arctic species during the polar
night reveal continued feeding, growth and reproduction, changing our
view of this period from one of biological stasis to a time of continued
high activity levels.
‘‘Once I lived in polar night, burned

summer fat for winter light.’’ This

evocative image from Naomi Replansky’s

poem Changes of Climate encapsulates

what has been the prevailing scientific

view of how marine life at the poles

survives the long period of continual
darkness. At its extreme, this period

can last over 100 days (Figure 1) with

the lack of light ceasing the ability of

algae, at the base of the food chain, to

photosynthesise and grow. Summertime

at the poles, when the ice thins and

breaks, and light penetrates the upper
eserved
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